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Earl Kendrick now provides an all-embracing surveying service for roofs, 
terraces and other hard to reach areas that are not easily assessed with 
the naked eye. 

Whether you need a bird’s eye view, or for the surveyor to get tactile 
with the roofs and façades, or to find out what’s beneath the surface, 
we have the solution.

Your Challenges
Hard to reach areas — particularly those at height — present challenges for proactive property 
managers needing to diagnose defects, plan for major works or simply to create safe areas to 
carry out regular inspections or maintenance. 

Here are some ways we help property managers with their roofs:

Water Leaks
The cause of an ingress of water at high level can be 
tricky to determine, even if you can reach the area in 
question. We can achieve both, so rather than trial and 
error using roofers, our surveyors will get to the area in 
question, find the problem and arrange for it to be fixed. 
The top floor flat owners will be very pleased!

Working Safely At Height
All that plant and equipment at high level — water 
tanks, aerials and dishes, solar panels and air conditioning 
condensers — needs to be maintained and that means 
working safely, whomever is contractor visiting. That’s 
why we assess such areas and recommend action so 
that safe working at height has been achieved. 

Condition Surveys
Stay on top of your maintenance obligations and have 
your roofs checked up close by one of our surveyors. 
We’ll recommend repairs now or for the future and our 
reports will give your clients and insurers peace of mind. 
We can even organise the repairs for you. 

Major Works
Planning for major works but you want to ensure the 
specification is accurate and there are fewer provisional 
sums? Rather than guessing, we can ascertain the 
state of your roofs and give your appointed contract 
administrator vital information. That’ll help you with 
your section 20 notices and fund collections. 

Windows And Façades  
Glazing and frames deteriorate over time, some 
more than others due to their location on the building. 
Warping can lead to rainwater ingress and cold air 
rushing through, leaving water damage and freezing 
cold leaseholders. For windows and especially for 
façades, inspections from within flats are impractical, 
so externally accessed surveys are just the ticket. 

Mobile Phone Mast Consultancy 
Mobile phone companies are rolling out their 5G 
technology and new legislation gives them more powers 
to install their arrays in strategic locations – often on the 
roofs of blocks of flats. Whether your client is in favour 
or, more likely, against such planning applications, we 
help property managers to navigate this difficult territory 
and help achieve the best result.  

Guttering Inspections
Blocked rainwater goods cause all sorts of hassles for 
property managers. Ensuring that all gutters, hoppers and 
downpipes are accessible for regular, proactive clearance 
of tree debris, tennis balls and whatever gets stuck up 
there, means fewer leaks and fewer insurance claims. 

Retrofit For Solar Panels
Clients are increasingly asking their property managers 
to explore retrofitting and upgrades of the building fabric. 
This invariably includes the use of photo-voltaic cells to 
roof areas to harness sunlight as a source of energy to 
power the building. Our leasehold retrofit experts can 
assist with access and a feasibility study.
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Our Solutions
For every challenge, there is a solution — sometimes more than one 
solution. When we are up at height, we will make best use of our time 
and let you know of any previously undetected problems. Here are our 
principal roof and high level services.  

Direct Access by a Surveyor 
If there is safe access to the roof, call out one of our surveyors to inspect your roofs.  
Hopefully you’ll get a clean bill of health, otherwise we will take photos and send you a 
full report with recommendations, options and budget costs. We can test your safety 
equipment, check outlets are running clear, find the source of roof leaks, and provide 
detailed condition reports. 

However we access your roofs and façades, we offer 3, 6, or 12 month inspections, 
so that defects are identified before they become a water ingress problem.  

Abseiling 
Rope Access is one of the most practical and cost-effective methods to test and 
certify mansafes, including wire systems, handrails and eyebolts. We will advise and 
recommend the appropriate testing and certification regime for your equipment, 
imparting our knowledge about different property needs and the wide variety of 
fall arrest systems.

From ropes, we can inspect roofs, lightwells, windows and façades, downpipes and 
other services — and we’ll take close up photos so you can see what we saw. Getting 
this close means we can touch, tap and prod at your external roofs and walls, so 
preparing for routine repairs or major works has just become far easier. 

Drones 
Nothing beats a bird’s eye view of your building’s roofs and façades. A drone can almost 
go anywhere operated by one of our qualified pilots. Drones are safe, fast and accurate.

Our drones can take 4K video and HD stills. Using cutting-edge techniques, our 
operators can also produce accurate 3D models and measurements of the building 
elements. There are still risk assessments to do, but no-one is working at height or on 
the building, therefore the risk of a fall is eliminated. Mobilisation of a drone is fast and 
unintrusive, so when time is tight and you need an answer, call us.

Thermal Imaging 
Tracing water leaks is a difficult business, especially at high level. That’s 
where some more tech comes into play. A thermal imaging camera cannot 
‘see’ moisture but it is able to detect differences in temperature and patterns 
the water makes, thereby revealing its location/flow. Infrared technology 
helps analyse the performance of building elements such as roofs and 
elevations by identifying differences in temperature across surfaces. 

Our thermal surveyors are qualified to nationally recognised standards 
and have the technical knowledge to provide insight into what the thermal 
images are saying about your building.

Core Sampling 
The make up of a roof is often 
difficult to ascertain without delving 
deeper, and that means intrusive 
surveys. We have the equipment and 
the expertise to make inobtrusive 
holes, sufficient to know what’s 
beneath the surface — which is 
particularly helpful when preparing 
for major roof works. 
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Our People
These are our roof experts:

Zoë Walheim 
MRICS 
Director: EK South 
E: zoe@earlkendrick.com

Roofing Expertise  
Enjoys the privileged vantage points 
that roof surveying provides. Zoe works 
with lead, asphalt, clay tiles, natural slate 
and local Horsham slate covered roofs. 
Specialises in entire roof replacements. 

Andrew Banister 
MRICS AIFireE 
Director: EK North / Midlands 
E: andrew.banister@earlkendrick.com

Roofing Expertise  
Passionate about sustainability in 
roofing in residential and commercial 
settings. Works with a wide variety of 
roof systems including single ply, felt 
and liquid applied systems. 

Jason Clohessy 
 
Director: EK Rope Access 
E: jason@ekropeaccess.com 

Roofing Expertise  
Having a head for heights at an early 
age, roofing expert Jason specialised 
in all roof types in terms of diagnosis 
and repair, then in 2006 he ‘learned the 
ropes’ and has worked on some of the 
most famous buildings in the UK.

Chris Stansell 
MRICS MAPM 
Managing Director: EK London 
E: chris@earlkendrick.com

Roofing Expertise  
Completed the specification and 
contract administration of dozens of roof 
replacement and overlay projects on a 
variety of different building types, from 
large portal framed buildings to Georgian 
Grade II listed properties. 

Mazhar Farid 
BSc(Hons) 
Director: EK West 
mazhar@earlkendrick.com

Roofing Expertise  
Technical expertise in all roofing systems 
– classic pitched and slate roofs, mineral 
felt, asphalt, single-ply membrane, hand-
made stone slates, clay tiled roofs and 
even thatched roofs.

Adam Bailey 
DipSurvPract AssocRICS 
Director: EK Digital 
adam@ek.digital 

Roofing Expertise  
Providing drone surveys to the property 
sector since 2013, Adam is one of the 
most experienced operators in this 
sector. He brought his business into 
the Earl Kendrick Group in 2020. 
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Case Studies

Grand Apartment Building Drone Survey
With no direct access to the roofs, our drone was used for a survey 
of this Grade II listed apartment building. There was no requirement 
for scaffolding or other access equipment and using the drone 
ensured close inspection of the various elements of the roof.

Challenges included management of the operational area as 
residents were entering/exiting the building throughout the 
duration of the survey, and keeping VLOS (visual line of sight) due 
to the size, number of roofs and location of the property. There 
were the natural hazards posed by trees and birds requiring careful 
planning and skilled flying of the drone by Adam Bailey. 

Thermal Drone Survey at The British Museum
The British Museum provided us with an opportunity to showcase 
our high-tech roofing capabilities, starting with a daytime drone 
survey to deliver a full photographic record of the roof condition. 
This enabled close inspection of various elements of the roof areas 
which were otherwise inaccessible.

Using a specialist thermally equipped drone, we were able to 
inspect all aspects of the roofs looking at the performance of the 
roof and identifying areas of heat loss. To ensure the best possible 
data this survey was conducted at night and was subject to specific 
environmental conditions. Working alongside another specialist 
surveyor, we delivered the survey data using our online delivery 
platforms so that it could be reviewed and inspected by the client 
and various stakeholders remotely. Challenges for the drone team 
included: the location being in a highly congested area (central 
London) and liaising with on-site management to make sure our 
operation was safe, including working on the roof at night which 
involved further mitigations such as area lighting and management. 
Access to the British Museum roof after daylight hours is normally 
prohibited but our team were able to put suitable mitigations in 
place for this to be allowed and the thermal survey to take place.

Rope Access at The Tower
Jason carried out a series of surveys for The Crown Estate, 
owner of The Tower of London. It is a World Heritage property 
and therefore its maintenance and preservation are trusted only 
to suitably trusted and qualified companies. 

For the Martin Tower, the instruction came from Historic Royal 
Palaces (HRP) to survey a timber-framed sash window. Rope access 
was most effective so we rigged the ropes the day before the 
survey, then we were on site early the next day, well before the 
hordes of tourists had arrived. The window was inspected at close 
quarters, we descended, packed up and reported. The window 
had to be replaced as it was unviable to repair.
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Case Studies

Core Sampling of Ex Fire Station Roof
The time had come for two roof replacements and through a scoping 
document, we presented the client and managing agent with an 
overview of the work required and budget costings. It was necessary 
to take core samples to ascertain the make-up of the roofs.

The freeholder instructed us as contract administrator and principal 
designer for their 2no. roof replacements and external repairs and 
redecorations, to take full advantage of the scaffolding. 

The Building Regulations have changed since the roof was 
constructed and Building Regulations approval is needed for 
most new roofs, even for a like-for-like replacement. Stricter 
regulations have been in place since April 2006 to ensure that 
newly constructed roofs are well insulated and adhere to energy 
efficiency standards. Aside from additional insulation, Building 
Regs approval will include for the structural integrity of the roof 
(the building needs to support the weight), adequate ventilation, 
drainage and be appropriately weather and fire resistant. June 
2022 has seen more Building Regulations changes, to Part L, which 
we are complying with. 

Here, we had the added challenge of several air conditioning units 
on the roofs, therefore each needs to be removed, the roof works 
completed, and the air con units reconfigured (raised) so as to sit 
higher, as a result of the additional insulation.

Seaside Pier Rainwater Ingress
Our client is Brighton Palace Pier, kindly referred by engineers undertaking 
routine maintenance to the steel structure beneath the pier. The issue here 
for us to resolve was historic and ongoing issues of water ingress through the 
dome into the soft play area inside resulting in substantial disruption and cost 
outlay. In the end, the solution was relatively straightforward: Filling holes and 
a liquid overcoat with flexile waterproofing system. 

We advised that during future works, measures are taken to reduce the 
requirement to access to the roofs by renewing the lighting system with an 
LED equivalent which will require less maintenance over the long term. The 
safe access to the roofs should also be improved and with any luck, EK will 
be instructed on those works too.
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High on Tech, Low on Jargon 
Whichever surveyor you deal with, 
we use state of the art equipment and 
we’ll explain the ‘technical’ in plain 
English so you and your clients feel 
supported throughout. 

Case Studies

Grade II Listed Warehouse Conversion
Named after the Battle, the Waterloo Warehouse apartment block 
programme of roofing works and external repairs/redecorations is a 
stunning project to be involved with. It brought to bear a spectrum 
of skills – soft and technical – which has brought this unique Grade II 
listed 1867 building to the brink of restoration, leaving a proud legacy.

The roof consists of a number of shallow pitched sections with 
hipped form roofs at either end. The use of drones greatly assisted 
our ability to be able to specify accurately the required repairs to the 
roof and façades. We are pleased to say that we were shortlisted for 
this heritage project in the RICS 2022 awards.

Cotswolds Stone Roof 
The example here is a stone roof, which is a familiar sight in the 
Cotswolds. The stone does have a rough appearance, common 
with hand-cut materials, but these roofs are remarkably resilient 
once installed properly and the stone can often be found to be over 
200 years old and still going strong. This roof is on a Grade II listed 
private house in Tetbury. We were asked to survey the roof, advise 
on likely repairs and how much longer the stone is expected to last, 
or if it was beyond its life expectancy. We provided a specification 
of works after examining the condition from a close-up drone 
survey and using access ladders. 

The roof repairs involve the replacement of cracked and slipped 
stone slates. One visible difference is that each row of stone gets 
smaller towards the ridge unlike modern roofs that have universal 
width roof tiles. The cost to do repair work is around 15–20% more 
than traditional pitched roofs as the material has to be locally 
sourced and sequenced correctly. 
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Contact Us
For a one-off inspection or portfolio wide roof 
surveys, pick your expert and feel elevated!


